
Voyage to Mars 

Notes to Educators 
 
1.  COMMUNICATIONS 

 Good verbal communication, organization, and reading skills; able to follow directions/procedures; 

able to handle stress.  A strong, confident individual who can take charge. 

 Math: none 

2.  DATA 

 Good reading skills; good reasoning skills; able to use a computer. 

 Math: none 

3.  NAVIGATION 

 Good verbal communication skills; able to follow directions; strong math/science/reading skills.  A 

strong, confident individual who enjoys math. 

 Math: latitude and longitude, use math formulas to convert numbers, and read charts/tables 

 Note: put your strongest reader in Mars Control first.  This station is time critical. 

4.  MEDICAL 

 Good math/reading/research skills; good verbal communication skills; patience. 

 Math: average three numbers using decimals to the hundredths place 

 Equipment: computer, blood pressure monitor and forehead thermometer 

5.  PROBE 

 Good listening and reading skills; self-confidence; able to follow detailed verbal and written 

instructions.  

 Math: adding numbers with decimals to the tenths place 

 Note: put your strongest reader in Mars Control first.  This station is time critical. 

 Equipment: balance (mass in grams) 

6.  REMOTE 

 Good reading/research skills; able to focus on their tasks; patience, good typing skills. 

 Math: divide/subtract numbers with decimals to the tenths place 

 Equipment: balance (mass in grams)  

7.  LIFE SUPPORT 

 Good reading/research skills; able to handle stress; strong leadership skills; good typing skills.  An 

outgoing student who can take charge of an emergency or a quiet student who needs a boost in their 

self-confidence. 

 Math: subtract numbers with decimals to the tenths place, reading gauges to the tenths place; 

determining a measurement to tenths place by reading a scale (number line) with only the whole 

numbers labeled. 

 Equipment: graduated cylinder (mL), beaker (mL), test tubes, gauges and scales 

8.  ISOLATION 

 Good math/reading/research/problem-solving skills; good hand-eye coordination; patience. 

 Math: subtract decimals to the tenths place, estimation, and average three numbers 

 Equipment: robotic arms, balance (mass in grams), flasks (volume in mL), and Geiger counter 

 Note: This station is good for strong independent workers. 

9.  SPACE WEATHER 

 Good reading/research skills; able to focus on their tasks, able to work alone. 

 Math: reading graphs, division, subtraction and conversion of hours to minutes.   

 Equipment: computer, keyboard, satellite images, and magnets. 

 

 

All stations use the metric system.  Please remind all students to write in complete sentences. 

The communication system requires that all students know how to send and receive e-mails. 


